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Abstract: Undoubtedly, uncooperative or malicious nodes threaten the safety of Internet 
of Vehicles (IoV) by destroying routing or data. To this end, some researchers have 
designed some node detection mechanisms and trust calculating algorithms based on 
some different feature parameters of IoV such as communication, data, energy, etc., to 
detect and evaluate vehicle nodes. However, it is difficult to effectively assess the trust 
level of a vehicle node only by message forwarding, data consistency, and energy 
sufficiency. In order to resolve these problems, a novel mechanism and a new trust 
calculating model is proposed in this paper. First, the four tuple method is adopted, to 
qualitatively describing various types of nodes of IoV; Second, analyzing the behavioral 
features and correlation of various nodes based on route forwarding rate, data forwarding 
rate and physical location; third, designing double layer detection feature parameters with 
the ability to detect uncooperative nodes and malicious nodes; fourth, establishing a node 
correlative detection model with a double layer structure by combining the network layer 
and the perception layer. Accordingly, we conducted simulation experiments to verify the 
accuracy and time of this detection method under different speed-rate topological 
conditions of IoV. The results show that comparing with methods which only considers 
energy or communication parameters, the method proposed in this paper has obvious 
advantages in the detection of uncooperative and malicious nodes of IoV; especially, with 
the double detection feature parameters and node correlative detection model combined, 
detection accuracy is effectively improved, and the calculation time of node detection is 
largely reduced.  
 
Keywords: IoV, behavioral feature, double layer detection feature, correlation analysis, 
correlative detection model. 

1 Introduction 
Internet of Vehicles is used as a typical application of the Internet of Things in the 
transportation field, aiming to realize an integrated intelligent transportation system [Sun, 
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Wu and Wu (2017); Nebbou, Lehsaini and Fouchal (2018); Zhao, Liu and Guo (2018)]. It 
is used to realize the dissemination of information, communication between nodes, and 
improve traffic safety and efficiency [Horng, Tzeng and Li (2017); Cao, Yang and Zuo 
(2017); Zeng, He and Chen (2018)].  
However, the Internet of Vehicles is a wireless self-organizing network. The network’s 
highly dynamic connection, unstable network topology, sensitive information sharing, 
time sensitivity and communication environment provide an opportunity for illegal nodes 
to launch attacks and obtain illegal benefits. For example, malicious nodes spread false 
information to disrupt traffic; in order to save their own energy, some selfish nodes refuse 
to forward information sent by other nodes, resulting in the inability to transfer key 
information and greatly reduce network transmission performance. The traditional 
security mechanism mainly relies on a trusted third party, namely the certificate authority 
(CA) for encryption and verification, to achieve secure network access, thereby ensuring 
the reliability of communication. But traditional security mechanisms can not solve the 
malicious behavior of nodes the network. In mobile ad hoc networks, trust and reputation 
are mainly used as an important means to ensure the security of autonomous networks. 
Many researchers have also proposed related trust management models for detecting 
malicious nodes. The trust parameters are mainly divided into direct trust parameters and 
recommended trust parameters. However, most of the recommended trusts use node 
passed recommendations, which are more complicated to calculate and increase the delay 
[Arsalan and Rehman (2018)]. It is difficult to meet the requirements for vehicles to 
quickly detect malicious nodes during high speed movement.  
Therefore, designing reasonable detection feature parameters and studying the behavioral 
features of nodes are of great significance to solve the safety problem and promote the 
development of the IoV. 

2 Related works 
For a long time, safety issues have always been an important issue, and they have 
seriously restricted the promotion and application of Internet of Vehicles. The current 
main research directions include trust models, behavior monitoring, metrics, trust rating, 
trust calculation, application scenarios, and adaptability.  
The communication parameter calculates the trust value based on whether the 
information is forwarded or not. Data parameters determine whether a node is 
trustworthy based on whether the perceived data is consistent with other nodes. The 
energy parameter determines the credibility of the node based on whether the remaining 
energy of the node can complete the normal task [Ramadan, Tawfik and Riad (2018)]. 
Commonly used indicators include the routing forwarding rate and the packet forwarding 
rate. According to the above three trust measurement elements, Liu [Liu (2019)] defines 
trust as each specific operation in the network, such as controlling the trust of packet 
forwarding and the trust of data packet forwarding, and performing trust evaluation based 
on direct evidence of these measurement options; Borkar et al. [Borkar and Mahajan 
(2017)] added the consideration of time when considering the forwarding rate, which was 
measured by the forwarding rate and window forwarding rate; Zhu et al. [Zhu, Wang and 
Yang (2018)] aiming at the fuzziness of node trust evaluation and the dynamic evolution 
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of trust decision in spatial information network, a network node trust evolution model 
based on fuzzy correlation measures is proposed; Najib et al. [Najib and Sulistyo (2019)] 
addresses a survey of trust calculation models for IoT systems, i.e., what are available 
models or methods used by researcher to compute trust in IoT system. In addition, 
classification is also developed to categorize trust calculation model using five 
parameters including trust metric, trust source, trust algorithm, trust architecture, and 
trust propagation; He et al. [He, Yu, Chen et al. (2017) ] aiming at the multi-dimensional 
and polymorphic characteristics of IoT data, a data processing process from XML 
metadata description to relational database storage was designed on the service oriented 
IoT data management framework; Wei [Wei (2019)] based on the video surveillance data 
and RFID data as the monitoring data, the ARM embedded platform and the ethereum 
blockchain platform are integrated into the video surveillance, smart contract and other 
technologies to complete the collection, processing, uploading, storage, and query of 
surveillance data.  
However, just whether the information is forwarded, whether the data is consistent, and 
whether the maximum remaining energy is used as the basis for behavior detection is not 
enough to reflect the trustworthiness of the node, because the actual behavior of the node 
is normal and whether it is offensive. Elements, data elements, and energy elements more 
directly reflect whether the node should be trusted in the network. 
Therefore, this paper combines the special environment of the Internet of Vehicles and 
the requirements for rapid detection of malicious nodes. First, the common node types in 
the Internet of Vehicles are summarized, then a quaternary representation to describe the 
IoT nodes qualitatively is designed; finally, the double layer detection feature parameters 
are designed, and an association detection model is constructed. 

3 Types of node and behavioral feature in the IoV 
3.1 Types of node and description 
According to the impact of nodes on the security of the Internet of Vehicles, the nodes 
can be divided into three types: normal nodes, non-cooperative nodes, and malicious 
attack nodes. 
A normal node is a node that is active in the network and is willing to forward data for 
other nodes [Huang, Cai and Qu (2018)]. A non-cooperative node is a self-contained 
node and is unwilling to provide routing request packets and packet forwarding nodes for 
other nodes [Wang, Jiang and Zhao (2019)]. Malicious attack nodes include nodes that 
implement various attack behaviors, destroying route, and destroying data. Common 
attacks include: selective forwarding, Sybil attacks, etc. [Xin, Feng and Li (2017)]. 
In the Internet of Vehicles, these types of node may exist at the same time. Therefore, we 
first researched the nodes in the Internet of Vehicles and found that the nodes in the 
Internet of Vehicles generally have three attributes, as follows: 
Member: Insider and Outsider. 
An Insider is an authenticated node that can legitimately communicate with other 
members in the Internet of Vehicles, that is, the insider has a legitimate public key that 
can communicate within the network. The outsider does not obtain a legitimate public 
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key that can communicate within the network. Members of the network can easily 
identify such a node and treat it as an intruder, refusing to communicate with it in order to 
achieve the purpose of strictly limiting the malicious attacks it generates. 
Motivation: Blind and Rational. 
The blind node does not focus on its own benefit from the attack the internal members of 
the network or the network function. Therefore, a very important feature of this type of 
attack node is that it may ignore the cost of launching the attack. On the contrary, the 
rational node chooses the corresponding attack mode in order to achieve its own benefit, so 
it has higher predictability than the blind node in terms of attack means and attack target. 
Method: Active and Passive. 
The active node can actively generate packets, while the passive node obtains the content 
it needs by eavesdropping on the wireless communication channel. 
Based on the three attributes of nodes in the Internet of Vehicles, a four-tuple description 
method is designed to qualitatively describe the nodes in the Internet of Vehicles. 

( ) _ ,  ,  ,  Node Node ID Member Motivation Method   

Here, the Node_ID is the unique identifier of the node, and the Member is identified by Im 
and On, where m and n are both positive integers, the Motivation is identified by B and R, 
and the Method is identified by A and P. Therefore, the nodes studied in the paper are 
based on insider, rational and active nodes, such as Eq. (1). 

( )_ , , ,mNode Node ID I R A                                                                                             (1) 

3.2 Behavioral feature and correlation analysis of nodes 
In order to achieve the purpose of distinguishing node behavior and considering the 
enforceability of behavioral detection, the behaviors of various types of nodes commonly 
are studied, and the behavioral feature is analyzed in the IoV, as shown in Tab. 1. 
The following is a detailed analysis of the behavioral feature of various types of node as 
middle nodes. Because the purpose of malicious nodes is to destroy the route or the data, 
in order to achieve its purpose, the malicious node will inevitably leave behavior traces to 
affect certain parameter statistics. 
First, we define as follows: 

Definition 1. Route forward rate: rf
r

rr

n
R

n
= , where, nrf is the number of request packets 

actually forwarded, and nrr is the number of request packets that need to be forwarded. 

Definition 2. Data forward rate: , where, ndf is the number of packets actually 

forwarded, and ndr is the number of packets that need to be forwarded. 
Definition 3. Node data check result: V, where, V=0 means no change; V=1 means change. 
Definition 4. Node i identity authentication result: Ai, where, Ai=0 means that node i has 
been registered, and qualified; Ai=1 means that node i has not been registered and failed. 
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Table 1: Behavioral feature of various nodes in the Internet of Vehicles 

Behavioral 
types 

Route phase Data phase 
Middle  
node 

Behavioral 
feature 

Middle 
node 

Behavioral 
feature 

Normal 
behavior 

Receive 
request and 
forward 

Route 
forward 
rate is 
higher 

Receive 
and 
forward 

Data forward 
rate is higher 

Non-
cooperative 
behavior 

Receive 
request but 
not forward 

Route 
forward 
rate is 0 

Unable to 
establish 
route 

Forward rate  
is 0 

Malicious 
behavior 

Receive 
request 
packet and 
response 

Posing as 
other nodes 
to attract 
traffic 

Eavesdrop, 
and tamper 
with data 

Aggregation is 
not obvious, and 
throughput is 
large 

Then, we analyze in detail the behavioral feature of each state node: 
1) Normal behavior 
A normal node is active in the network. As a middle node, it is willing to forward routing 
request packets and data packets for other nodes. Therefore, the normal behavior has a 
higher route forward rate and data forward rate, that is, the Eq. (2) is satisfied: 

0 0( ) ( )r r d dR R and R R≥ ≥                                                                                                 (2) 

where, Rr0 and Rd0 are the normal minimum thresholds of the set route forward rate and 
the data forward rate respectively. If the threshold is lower than the normal minimum 
threshold, it is considered abnormal. 
2) Non-cooperative behavior 
A non-cooperative node is a self-serving node, and as a middle node, it is unwilling to 
forward routing request packets and data packets for other nodes. Therefore, the route 
forward rate and data forward rate of the non-cooperative behavior are very low, that is, 
the Eq. (3) is satisfied: 
( ) ( )0 00 0r r d dR R and R R< < < <                                                                                   (3) 

3) Malicious behavior 
The main behavior of malicious attack nodes is that witch network attacks are the most 
common in the Internet of Vehicles.  
In the Sybil attack, when a malicious node participates in network communication, it 
continuously declares its multiple identities to other nodes. The information falsified by 
the node will appear in various routing request packets or data packets in the network to 
establish a fake route. In fact, those nodes do not exist, and all data is sent to the nodes 
will be obtained by the wizard node. After receiving the data, the wizard node can 
arbitrarily eavesdrop, tamper, forge, and discard. 
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The nodes faked by the Sybil node can be divided into two categories: one is a node that 
is not in the Internet of Vehicles; the other is a node that is pretending to be in the 
Internet of Vehicles.  
If all nodes are required to register when they are enrolled in the network, then the forged 
new node will definitely fail in identity authentication. If the Sybil node impersonates 
other nodes, their physical location must be different. At the normal node, the data 
forward rate and the data check value are definitely normal. At the node where the Sybil 
node is impersonating, the low data forward rate is the packet loss behavior, and the data 
check value is changed. 
Therefore, if node has two different physical locations, but it has the same ID, and the 
identity authentication result, the data forward rate, and the data check result satisfy the 
Eq. (4), the Sybil node can be more determined to be a malicious attack node. 

( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )0 00 0 1i d d d dA and R R or R R and V= < < ≥ =                                              (4) 

4 Detection feature and correlative detection model 
4.1 Double layer detection feature 

smart 
transportation

entertainment emergency 
rescue

Accident 
handle system

IoV
Application 

layer

IoV
Network 

layer

IoV
Perceptual 

layer

4G  Information 
Center

RSU

 

Figure 1: Architecture of the IoV 
In the last section, we analyzed the behavioral feature of each state node in the Internet of 
Vehicles and found that there is a correlation between the behaviors.  
Therefore, some typical behavioral features can be used as a detection criterion for 
monitoring and distinguishing between non-cooperative nodes, malicious attack nodes, 
and normal nodes. We combined the architecture of Internet of Vehicles [Rai, Yadav and 
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Sagar (2018)], as shown in Fig. 1.  
And a double layer detection feature is designed, as shown in Fig. 2. 

Route forwarding rate and 
Data Forwarding rate

Node ID and physical location

Network layer

Perceptual layer

 

Figure 2: Double layer detection feature 

The detection features of the perceptual layer are mainly: the physical location of the 
node and the node ID; the detection features of the network layer are mainly: the route 
forward rate and the data forward rate. 

4.2 Correlative detection model 
Since most nodes in the Internet of Vehicles must be combined with multiple layer 
detection to make a correct distinction, a double layer correlative detection model is 
designed, as shown in Fig. 3. 

Check the node ID and
Physical location

Check routing 
forwarding rate and 
data forwarding rate

Node does not exist Pretending to be other
legal node

Malicious 
attack

Normal 
behavior

Non-cooperative 
behavior

Perceptual 
layer

Network 
layer

normal

Satisfy 
 Eq. (2) Satisfy 

Eq.  (3)

ID is not 
registered

The node ID is the 
same but the physical 
location is different

Satisfy 
Eq. (4)

 

Figure 3: Correlative detection model 
Process 1: Perceptual layer detection. According to the behavioral feature of the node in the 
perceptual layer, we all know that the ID of the normal node must be registered and unique. 
Therefore, if the node ID is not registered, it is determined that the node is not forged. The ID 
of the node is registered, and the nodes with the same ID have different physical locations. In 
this case, the node is determined to be another legitimate node that impersonates. 
Process 2: Network layer detection. After the perceptual layer is detected, the route 
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forwarding rate and data forwarding rate of the node are checked at the network layer to 
determine whether there are obvious non-cooperative nodes and malicious attack nodes 
in the Internet of Vehicles. The judgment is based on: if the check result satisfies the Eq. 
(3), the node is judged to be a non-cooperative node, and if the Eq. (4) is satisfied, the 
node is judged to be a malicious attack node, otherwise if the Eq. (2) is satisfied, it is 
judged to be a normal node. 

5 Simulation experiment and performance analysis 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of accuracy rate of node behavior at medium speed in Internet 
of Vehicles 
In order to verify the validity of the double layer detection features, we use the NS2 
simulator to compare the energy and communication parameters [Priyan and Devi 
(2018)]. The data of the experiment came from the taxi company. Focusing on the 
detection rate and detection efficiency of non-cooperative behavior and malicious attack 
behavior, the detection accuracy rate refers to the ratio of correctly detecting the number 
of nodes and the total detection nodes, and the detection efficiency refers to the time 
required to detect the node category. 
Fig. 4 shows the experimental comparison results based on energy parameters, 
communication parameters and double layer detection features in the Internet of Vehicles. 
It can be seen that when the network topology changes to medium speed, the detection 
accuracy rate of using double layer detection features is significantly higher than the 
other two parameters. Therefore, the double layer detection feature is extracted in this 
paper, it is better to detect multiple nodes in the Internet of Vehicles. 
Fig. 5 shows the average time required for node detection when the Internet of Vehicles 
topology is at different speeds of change. It can be seen that when the topology change 
speed is medium and low speed, the required detection time is less, and at medium and 
high speeds, the required detection time is longer. This is because when the topology 
change speed in the Internet of Vehicles is low, the relationship between the nodes is 
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relatively stable and easier to detect, while at medium and high speeds, the relationship 
between the nodes is rapidly changing, and the detection is relatively speaking. Thus, it is 
more difficult and the longer the time required. 

 
Figure 5: Calculation time required for network topology changes 

As shown in Fig. 6, by comparing the method of this paper with the two methods of the 
reference [Sharma and Kaul (2018)] and the reference [Subba, Biswas and Karmakar 
(2018)], when the topology is at different speeds, three different methods are used to 
compare the calculation time required for vehicle node detection. It can be seen that when 
the network topology changes at a high speed, the calculation time of the three methods 
increases faster, but the calculation time of the correlative detection model in this paper is 
slightly lower than the other two methods. 
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Figure 6: Calculation time corresponding to the three methods 
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6 Conclusion 
Node detection is an effective way to solve the security problem of the Internet of 
Vehicles. Therefore, this paper first summarizes several common types of node in the 
Internet of Vehicles, and then analyzes their behavioral features. Finally, the correlative 
detection model is established to verify the effectiveness of the double layer detection 
feature. Simulation experiments show that the double layer detection feature, the 
detection of normal nodes, non-cooperative nodes and malicious attack nodes have high 
accuracy, and also verify that the detection time required for different network topology 
changes is also different. However, the following research deficiencies still exist in this 
paper: on the one hand, only the double layer detection feature is considered, and other 
features are not involved. On the other hand, only the node detection rate when the 
topology is at the medium speed is verified. Some researches have been done on the 
situation of medium and high speed and high speed. The shortcomings of these two 
aspects will be our future research tasks. 
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